
Detalles de la oferta : Seafreight Manager

Partenaire
Référence 20D1591665450

Titre Seafreight Manager
Description du poste 1.	Ensures that all activities related to export and import sea shipments are efficiently and

effectively carried out, monitored and maintained
2.	Responsible for the daily operational activities of both seafreight export and import
3.	Responsible for monitoring and coordinating cargo claims and settlement
4.	Coordinates with other department for the smooth and effective implementations of
the overall company objectives
5.	Signs and approves the following documents for and on behalf of the company:
*	Inward Foreign Manifest
*	Container Guaranty
*	Container Loading List
*	Delivery Order
*	Debit/Credit Note
*	Bills of Lading
*	Liquidation
*	Trans-shipments Permit
*	Payment/Supplier Voucher 
*	Certificate of Origin
*	Amendment request
6.	Ensures all documents and information/notice are transferred to agents at destinations
prior to vessel's arrival
7.	Coordinate with other department with regards to rate inquiry and quotations
8.	Negotiate and maintain competitive rates froxm various suppliers
9.	Monitors and measures  KPI of the department
10.	Coordinate with other department to address issues raised by customers
11.	Performs other functions that may be assigned from time to time

Type de contrat Emploi
Métier Adquisiciones / Logística

Société Bolloré Logistics Philippines Inc.
Description de la société Bolloré Logistics is a global leader in international transport & logistics. Constantly

adapting to its customers' changing needs, the company has enriched its expertise to
become a tier-one supply chain partner and one of the top 8 transport and logistics
companies in the world with the largest integrated logistics network in Africa. Bolloré
Logistics delivers custom-fit solutions with a high added value that draw on an in-depth
experience and understanding of different industries, as well as the constant quest for
improvement and optimisation that is central to the company's own culture and values.

Bolloré Transport & Logistics brings together four traditional businesses of the Bolloré
Group. Bolloré Ports, Bolloré Logistics, Bolloré Railways and Bolloré Energy are four areas
of business and expertise that now work together to satisfy our global clients. Bolloré
Transport & Logistics makes all of its areas of expertise available to its clients, including
construction and operation of port terminals and railway lines, freight forwarding and Oil
logistics, based on the expertise of 36,000 employees in 105 countries.

Bolloré Logistics matches the needs of import and export companies around the world,
providing complex supply chain management solutions for major groups and
international shipment services for SMEs. Its global offer is built around its
comprehensive and integrated expertise in five services:

Multimodal Transport / Customs and Regulatory Compliance / Logistics / Global Supply
Chain / Industrial Projects

Pays Filipinas
Profil recherché •	Must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in Customs Admin, Logistic/Transportation or

equivalent
•	Has a minimum of five (5) years working experience on a Freight Forwarding / Logistics
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business
•	Knowledgeable in the industry
•	Good leadership and customer relation skills
•	Highly proficient in oral and written communications
•	At least 3 years working experience related to the position
•	With good moral character
•	Computer literate
•	Has people management skills

Expérience Expérimenté (3-10 ans)
Secteur Transportes

Disponibilité 1 mois
Langues English

Tagalog


